Let G be a molecular graph. The length of a shortest path between two vertices of G is called distance. In a connected graph G, the eccentricity ǫv of vertex v is the distance between v and a vertex farthest from v in G. In this paper, we consider N A n m nanotube and compute the Fourth Geometric Arithmetic Index.
Introduction
Graph theory has provided chemist with a variety of useful tools, such as topological indices. Molecules and molecular compounds are often modeled by molecular graph. A molecular graph is a representation of the structural formula of a chemical compound in terms of graph theory, whose vertices correspond to the atoms of the compound and edges correspond to chemical bonds. Cheminformatics is new subject which is a combination of chemistry, mathematics and information science. It studies Quantitative structure-activity (QSAR) and structure-property (QSPR) relationships that are used to predict the biological activities and properties of chemical compounds.
A graph can be recognized by a numeric number, a polynomial, a sequence of numbers or a matrix. A topological index is a numeric quantity associated with a graph which characterize the topology of graph and is invariant under graph automorphism. There are some major classes of topological indices such as distance based topological indices, eccentricity based topological indices, degree based topological indices and counting related polynomials and indices of graphs. For more study and definition of the topological indices and polynomials see [5] , [9] , [7] , [8] , [14] , [18] , ..., [23] .
In more precise way, a topological index T op(G) of a graph, is a number with the property that for every graph H isomorphic to G, T op(H) = T op(G) [4] .
Let G be a molecular graph with vertex set V (G) and edge set E(G). The vertices of G denotes atoms and an edge between two vertices denotes the chemical bond between these vertices. If no vertices in u − v walk are repeated then it is called u − v path in graph G. The length of a path is the number of edges in it.The distance d(u, v) from vertex u to vertex v is the length of a shortest u − v path in a graph G where u, v ∈ G. In a connected graph G, the eccentricity ǫ v of vertex v is the distance between v and a vertex farthest from v in G.
The concept of topological indices came from Wiener while he was working on boiling point of paraffin, named this index as path number. Later on, the path number was renamed as Wiener index defined as half sum of the distances between all the pairs of vertices in a graph [24] .
Let G be a graph. Then the Wiener index of G is defined as
where (u, v) is any ordered pair of vertices in G and d(u, v) is u − v geodesic. Among the topological indices, the degree based topological indices are very important and they have a prominent role in chemistry. For a connected graph G the Geometric arithmetic index is defined as
where d u denotes the degree of the vertex u and d v denotes the degree of the vertex v of G [3] . In 2010, M. Ghorbani and A. Khaki defined the eccentricity based geometric arithmetic index named as eccentric version of Geometric arithmetic index [10] . Now the eccentric version of Geometric arithmetic index is denoted by GA 4 (G) and defined as
where ǫ u denotes the eccentricity of the vertex u and ǫ v denotes the eccentricity of the vertex v of G [6] , [13] , [15] . The aim of this paper is to compute the eccentricity version of Geometric arithmetic index of N A n m nanotube.
N A n m Nanotube
We consider the m × n quadrilateral section P n m with m ≥ 2 hexagons on the top and bottom sides and n ≥ 2 hexagons on the lateral sides cut from the regular hexagonal lattice L as shown in Figure 1 . If we identify two lateral sides of P n m such that we identify the vertices u j 0 and u j m , for j = 0, 1, 2, ..., n then we obtain the nanotube N A n m [3] . In this paper, we consider N A n m nanotube with n = m and we compute the eccentricity version of geometric arithmetic index. For the eccentricity version of geometric arithmetic index of N A n m nanotube we have three cases of n when n ≡ 0(mod2), n ≡ 1(mod4) and n ≡ 3(mod4).
Results for the Eccentricity Version of Geometric Arithmetic
Index of N A n m Nanotube Theorem 3.1. For every n ≡ 0(mod2), consider the graph of G ∼ = N A n m nanotube. Then the eccentricity version of geometric arithmetic index is equal to
Proof. Let G be the graph of N A n m nanotube. Then formula for the eccentricity version of geometric arithmetic index is equal to
By using the values from Table 1 we get
After an easy simplification, we receive 
By the use of the values in Table 2 we obtain
After an easy simplification, we get 
By using the values from Table 3 we have
After an easy simplification, we get Table 1 : The edge partition of N A n m nanotube based on eccentricity of end vertices of each edge and their frequency of occurrence. Here n ≡ 0(mod2). 
Conclusion
In this paper, we discuss the Geometric arithmetic index and Eccentricity version of Geometric arithmetic index. We consider the molecular graph of N A n (ǫu, ǫv) Range Frequency Range (p, p)
(p, p + 1) 2n + 1 ≤ p ≤ 5n−1 2 , p ≡ 1(mod2) i = 4n ( n+1 4 ) × i (p, p + 1) 2n + 2 ≤ p ≤ 5n−3 2 , p ≡ 0(mod2), n = 3 i = 2n + 2, n = 3 ( n−3 4 ) × i, n = 3 (p, p + 1) 5n+3 2 ≤ p ≤ 3n − 2, p ≡ 1(mod2), n = 3 16i n−3 Table 3 : The edge partition of N A n m nanotube based on eccentricity of end vertices of each edge and their frequency of occurrence. Here n ≡ 3(mod4). nanotube and we compute the eccentricity version of Geometric arithmetic index.
